
Luis Chitarroni is a prominent Argentine critic, editor, 
and novelist, whose staggering erudition is only 

matched by his warmth, humour, and kindness. over several 
months—as i edited the following interview—he patiently 
responded to all my queries. Here is an extract from a 
message he sent me yesterday, which gives a good idea of  
the number of  references he can cram, quite naturally, into 
a short paragraph:

The Distant Star is an allusion, almost a reference, to 
roberto bolaño’s title (Estrella distante). The man from 
Madrid is Javier Marías (an autor [sic] who declared ‘War’ 
to Jorge Herralde, his previous editor and publisher). The 
final sentence pretends to enhance giordano bruno’s 
observation on explosions and shakespeare title’s play [sic].

in the end, i cut some passages that remained too obscure 
to me. There are other instances when i chose to leave in 
some rather cryptic sentences, due to their hypnotic rhythm 
or sheer beauty. After all, as roland barthes declared, 
‘For writing to be manifest in its truth (and not in its 
instrumentality) it must be illegible.’ Tidying up Chitarroni’s 
answers felt, at times, like translating from english into 
english, which is slightly disquieting, but also ironic. indeed, 
Susana Medina—a London-based Spanish novelist—had 
kindly translated my convoluted questions into her mother 
tongue, as i wanted Chitarroni to be able to express himself  
as freely as possible. When the answers came in, however, 
they were in english. So the questions were in Spanish, the 
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answers in english, and the interview is the gap between 
the two. Whenever Chitarroni opens his mouth or puts pen 
to paper, it is the entire history of  Western literature that 
seems to speak, and yet the voice is always unmistakably his. 
Whatever the language. 

•

You mention your two previous novels on the opening page 
(your name later crops up as the author of  an epilogue to 
a fictitious book) and explain, right from the start, that you 
are the ‘sole actual contributor’ to the literary journal the 
diary revolves around. in other words, the narrator—the 
diarist—is equated with the author. Could you talk to us 
about this?

The problem when i ditched my second novel Las equis 
distantes (The Ex Positions) is that it created what we could 
call (with a nod to Morton Feldman) a crippled symmetry. 
every step of  the way, i’m both the narrator and the diarist. 
but this walking pattern is constantly interrupted by a 
kind of  impatience; by the fragments of  the journal’s staff. 
While writing the book, one of  my leitmotifs was to avoid 
closed combinations. As giordano bruno says, that kind 
of  structure leads straight to destruction. i preferred to 
provoke the destruction first, and then, impatiently, collect 
the spoils.  

Some passages—like the Henry James pastiche—give the 
impression that they are being composed in real time. They 
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provide an insight into the writing process, as well as a pre-
emptive criticism of  the work-in-progress via italicised 
comments that punctuate the emerging text (‘Keep the action 
slow, focus on preferences’). Are creative writing and criticism 
inseparable? 

They were written in real time to reinforce the diary concept. 
The parenthetical commentaries, like stage directions, are 
less about the results of  a ‘real’ translation (between two 
languages) than a successful (or unsuccessful) hoax or 
imposture: a text by Henry James coined in Spanish. The 
forgery as reenactment, as untranslation. And, yes, every force 
evolves a form, and in my case, creative writing and criticism 
are inseparable. This kind of  alliance, or conundrum, now 
seems antiquated as an argument for literature (or the 
new reductionism: ‘narrative’), and one tends to refer to 
composers and visual artists, or their activities, in order to 
remain honest and humble. or to simulate honesty and 
humility. or to become a demiurge of  empty games by aping 
some irredentist golem of  inanity. Yes, creative writing and 
criticism are as inseparable as yin and yang, or gilbert and 
george.  

The No Variations is an unstable, ever-shifting work which 
attempts to escape the ‘burden of  publication’ by unworking 
itself. Narrative lines are regularly cut short by an emphatic, 
upper-case ‘No.’ This reminds me of  what borges wrote in 
‘Tlön, uqbar, orbis Tertius:’ ‘A book that does not contain 
its counterbook is considered incomplete.’ Could we say that 
The No Variations contains as many books as counterbooks? 
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i think that is the intention, not the aim. but ultimately your 
reading is my trophy—thank you very much. My love is not 
a victory march, but although i have great respect for defeat, 
i’m  reluctant to consider The No Variations as a lost cause. 
‘Destruction was my beatrice,’ wrote Mallarmé. borges is 
always my virgil, and also, sometimes, my beatrice (viterbo). 
This reminds me of  one of  borges’ apocryphal titles, which 
borges attributes to Mir bahadur Ali: ‘A game with Shifting 
Mirrors’ (in english, ‘The Approach to Al-Mu’tasim’). Let 
me set aside my vanity, and confess that one of  my purposes 
in The No Variations was to turn ‘my craft or sullen art’ as a 
writer and editor into a better, possibly the best, profession 
—that of  escapist or transmogrifier.

To quote your work, are you trying to create an art that 
‘doesn’t leave footprints’?

or maybe the contrary, as that would be the most perfect of  
imperfect crimes—a gospel of  footprints, an encyclopaedia 
of  loose ends, a graveyard of  heteronyms, caused by my 
industrious clumsiness. every sign, every mark would lead 
to a different abode, or burglar lair, allowing the culprit 
to abscond. if  memory serves, the idea of  an art without 
footprints proceeds from Degas. Which reminds me of  an 
observation my son Pedro made as a child on the subject 
of  a van gogh watercolour: a picture made of  footprints, 
he said. Afterwards, i read erwin Panofsky’s verdict on 
the painter: not a shred of  talent, only genius. A good 
balance between my narcissistic project and projection, and 
the obviously subjective appraisal of  a great theorist who 
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disliked (as i do) the rapacious spontaneity of  the ginger, 
lobeless Dutch artist.    

by constantly revising his text, the narrator endows it with 
a provisional quality that takes several forms. There are 
frequent notes to self—to look up a quote at a later stage, 
for instance. Here, the reader may be prompted to check the 
information, thus placing herself  in the role of  the writer. 
in other cases, alternatives are suggested: ‘…is intended to 
highlight [‘underscore,’ perhaps?]…’. This, of  course, is a way 
of  not choosing, of  creating a text that exists simultaneously 
in several versions, but it also casts the future novelist in the 
role of  a reader. More generally, these square brackets (even 
square brackets within square brackets at times!) open up 
a space of  dialogue between diarist and (future) novelist, 
which is, i feel, the true space of  The No Variations. in this 
space—this gap between the book and itself, as it were—the 
novel is held in abeyance: it always remains a book to come. is 
this what you set out to do?

Well, one of  my speculations [or superstitions] with and 
about space is to avoid the typographical boredom of  
some ‘conventional’ books. one of  my pretensions in The 
No Variations is to establish a realm of  indetermination 
(in my youth, Cage talked about indeterminacy in music, 
as did godard in the realm of  film). i think [translator] 
Darren Koolman corrects this extreme indeterminacy 
with his precise prologue, where he locates ‘the voice’ as 
an instrument of  my feeble but not timid ‘i.’ The book is 
more pleasant in english thanks to him, and his subtler 
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mediations, melodious coherence, prurient intermittencies, 
and Anglo-Saxon approach to the ‘i.’ ego is the native 
island of  every Latin American syllabus, before or after 
Neruda, and certainly after bolaño. instead, the hierarchy of  
Republica Intelligentsia—by my all-time hero Arno Schmidt—
is reversed, with me as the old translator and Darren as the 
young author. Darren managed to instil his energy into the 
style—the convalescence of  my syntax, the extinction of  
my Latin sedition (don’t forget that your italics are called 
bastardillas in Spanish) from Eroici Furori  (giordano bruno) 
to Guai ai gelidi mostri (Luigi Nono). When i corrected the 
translation, i chose to preserve my own mistakes as well as 
others’ with a benevolent (i hope) mixture of  indifference 
and sloth. Verbigratia: …oh, please, excuse my vanity. ‘Que de 
otros imitó los modos / por conocerlos a todos’ [‘being familiar with 
many styles / he imitated them all’]. The above sentence loses 
part of  its ambiguity in english, but it is the true heart of  the 
matter. ‘That from others he apes the left / style, because he 
knows the friendly theft’: my stupid version, instead, corrects 
the limpid meaning. but, of  course, the monograph on page 
ninety-two is really Sassoon on Meredith, not vice-versa.

The pedantic and delightful enrique Luis revol’s 
Mutaciones bruscas is mentioned in The No Variations. [The 
original english title for Peripecias del no that the initial 
translator came up with was ‘The Mutability of  No,’ a 
meaningful reference to one of  the themes, and two of  
the authorities my book appeals to, Spenser and John 
Peale bishop]. besides, revol was a Cordobese Professor 
of  english Literature, as well as a magnificent translator 
of  english poetry into Spanish… A subtle and delicious 
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e-mail arrived from Dalkey Archive [Press] a few days ago. 
A kind lady was enquiring about revol’s novel, and it is now 
remotely possible that his strange, neglected book will be 
translated into english. one of  the by-products of  The No 
Variations is that it may lead to this act of  poetic justice. but 
i must warn you (although i hate warnings) that Mutaciones 
only contains closed combinations. besides, the Dalkey Lady 
is Priscilla Hunter, a name guilty of  some of  the adulterous 
mischievousness in The No Variations. 

The No Variations is a book of  no qualities, about a literary 
journal which oscillates, like a rabbit-duck, between two 
different titles (Agraphia/Alusiva). Among the many quotes 
that pepper the book, there is the very apposite opening 
sentence of  Henry James’ ‘The Pupil:’ ‘The poor young man 
hesitated and procrastinated…’ As the title announces, this 
is a novel that refuses to come into being and commit to a 
definite shape, hence the episodic, collage-like structure, and 
the variations on recurring themes. Significantly, the story of  
the creation of  the journal—the novel’s founding myth?—
is reprised several times (with a few alterations). The book 
seems to stutter like a scratched record. in a way, it never 
really begins, and never really ends (one of  the characters 
even specialises in stories with ‘no endings’). Could you 
tell us about this rejection of  a teleological narrative, and 
your use of  juxtaposition and cycles (literally, the book’s 
encyclopaedic quality)?

good grief  (as Candy used to pray) this is the best question 
anyone has ever asked me apropos of  The No Variations! it 
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requires an elaborate response. My apologies if  i’m unable 
to answer it with equal elegance and quaintness (in the more 
obsolete meaning of  that word).

As a preexisting narrative—a primal, private draft —‘The 
ex Positions’ (Las equis distantes), was the story of  Ágrafa 
(Agraphia/Alusiva), a sort of  literary magazine or samizdat, 
whose editor-in-chief, Nicasio urlihrt (an occasional 
anagram of  yours truly), is a philandering pedant—a rather 
uncomfortable, albeit frequent, combination among buenos 
Aires hommes de lettres in the Fifties and Sixties. i sketched 
out, but eventually scrapped, a slapdash chronolgy of  Ágrafa 
and its collaborators; clowns and cronies alike. Seeking a 
publisher for an Ágrafa anthology, Nicasio’s widow gives the 
material to López Clausás, a stereotypical character, as were 
almost all the Spanish publishers of  a Catalan persuasion 
who went to Argentina (and Mexico) before, during, or 
following the Spanish Civil War. infatuated with the widow, 
Clausás delegates the job to victor eiralis, a character who 
first appeared in Siluetas (1992) and whose surname is also an 
anagram (Salieri). victor used to be the journal’s proofreader. 
As a result, he positively loathes every single word Agraphia/
Alusiva ever had the (dis)grace or misfortune to print. He 
is the author of  the gentle, euphemistic prologue to ‘The 
ex Positions,’ as well as the letters that appear towards the 
end of  The No Variations. He’s a beckettian gesticulator; 
a genuine loser and absentee. The published version of  
the novel contains, in its ultimate mix,  a hodgepodge of  
material worthy of  Washington irving’s Salmagundi. it has 
the consistency of  ‘cold porridge,’ as Alan Turing remarked 
of  the brain. An approximate translation of  porridge in 
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Spanish is puchero, a word which requires a special use of  the 
tongue involved in a love’s labour’s lost (also known as lovin’ 
spoonful). There’s a little hollow bone we call caracú (that 
rhymes with caribou). And this is the threshold [umbral, 
umbrella] the Anthony bourdain of  ecstasy lusts after. The 
book is actually about Dylan Thomas’ claim about ‘The 
ballad of  the Long-Legged bait’—a deceptive innuendo. 
As mock-dandyish solution: a Salmagundi in translation. in 
his Dictionary, Samuel Johnson called it (cholerically, but not 
without gentleness) ‘skirmish’: (definition) the plate spoils 
the cooking.

The stories in The No Variations were underrated for 
two reasons. Firstly, because of  my personal and contagious 
dislike of  anecdotes; my disgust (which hides a real gusto 
for Chekhov and Carver’s stories) with some of  the 
prerequisites of  Dirty realism. Secondly, because the first 
person proceeds as eiralis, and the reader is gullible. i  had 
committed a big mistake, hence the emphatic No of  the 
writer as editor. but the stories also draw on things critics 
never seem to pick up on. The make-up of  this literary group,  
for instance: the jealousy, the envy, the intrigues, the cut-
throat competition. The appearance of  an external ghost—
répide Stupía (‘The excluded’), the spleen of  a bibliophile 
bachelor, the apparent reconstruction in Cambridge of  a 
D.H. Lawrence story that almost became an episode of  The 
Avengers, the hallucinogenic visit to Xochimilco with friends, 
fiends, and colleagues… At one of  Yesterday’s Parties, Juan 
villoro told me a little mysteriously that Peripecias del no [the 
novel or mock novel] was at least forty percent Mexican. i 
agree, in spite of  the percentage. george Steiner’s marginal 
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observations: ‘Middlemarch is, in some respects, a reflection 
on the role, both lyric and mendacious, which the letter l 
plays in the names and destinies of  the protagonists.’ Well, i 
wrote in Perips about the incidents of  the letter x. ‘All about 
X’ was actually one of  the titles i considered for the english 
translation.

The drafts of  The Ex Positions were presented to my 
friend Jorge Herralde, who was eager to reject both title 
and book. He amounts to a Distant (star), and a minor 
(and less complicated) author from Latin America. The 
verdict followed an argument with the major Spanish 
writer he published—a man from Madrid. i think i broke 
the barricades, after giordano bruno’s warning. but the 
fortunes of  my love’s labour’s lost novel still counted to me. 
i wrote the diary as an intermittent companion. Mixed the 
parts. baptised the cocktail. Salmagundi, Skirmish. Et tout 
le reste est littérature. The best possible definition of  The No 
Variations—indetermination is yours. The book does seem 
to stutter like a scratched record. it never really begins and 
never really ends.

in Grammars of  Creation, george Steiner points out that 
‘modernity often prefers the sketch to the finished painting 
and prizes the draft, chaotic with corrections, to the 
published text.’ Subtitled ‘Diary of  an unfinished Novel,’ 
The No Variations clearly reflects this trend. When did the 
preparation of  the novel (to reference barthes) supplant the 
novel itself ? 

Well, i was reading barthes’ posthumous seminars while i 
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was ‘finishing’ The No Variations—and perhaps ‘preparation’ 
intercedes in the equally beautiful and unsatisfactory concept 
of  ‘finishing,’ because i was simultaneously reading Adrian 
Stokes’ The Stones of  Rimini. The artisan must converge with 
the conceptual artist (Duchamp’s La Boîte-en-valise). The not  
so obvious analogies with the barthesian masterpiece were, 
for a long time, my only source of  pride, my only solace. 
otherwise Perips seemed condemned to the arid hierarchies 
of  Pedagogy, my bête noire. My tastes lean towards fragments, 
the punctuation of  the indeterminate, the inconclusive, 
interruptions, turbulence, Cy Twombly… but i also have an 
alibi for Steiner, because he was my favourite intellectual in 
the late Seventies and early eighties. i even dedicated a poem 
to him called ‘gentle Critic.’ i was pleased to witness his 
stand-up gig in Cambridge, back in 1992: he had the attitude 
of  a true causeur, the fatigue of  a true traveller, the spleen of  
a true flâneur (after all, he was born in Paris). i think Steiner 
disdains modernity for its vagueness and triteness, as do i. 
The revolt, the pacific and suave subversion Perips suggests 
is an anachronism right from the first page of  the mock 
novel: Pound. i believe in the principles of  early modernism, 
not what it led to in practice. My revolt was against literary 
father figures and influences: Freud, eliot, borges, and 
bloom. in terms of  practice, ultimately, against Nabokov 
and Queneau, the insuperable masters of  closed orders and 
combinations. Those control freaks spoilt my youth!        

Perhaps we could go even further than Steiner, and argue 
that ‘the published text’ is increasingly ‘the draft’ of  a work 
that has been pre-emptively erased—like robert Smithson’s 
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notion of  ‘ruins in reverse,’ which he defines as ‘the opposite 
of  the ‘romantic ruin’ because the buildings don’t fall into 
ruin after they are built but rather rise into ruin before they 
are built.’ Does The No Variations—which contains extracts 
from an unwritten book—‘rise into ruin’? To what extent is 
the novel deliberately unfinished, as is (probably) the case 
of  Coleridge’s poem ‘Kubla Khan’ (mentioned in The No 
Variations), or is it unfinishable like (probably) Musil’s The 
Man Without Qualities?

i like the notion of  ‘ruins in reverse.’ The hand that writes 
The No Variations aspires to convert his scribblings into a 
Spiral Jetty of  adulterous disdain worthy of  elena Siesta. 
And i expected it to continue to ‘rise into ruin,’ its sole 
permanence being located in what i consider as its Living 
Language, but which—as Thomas browne suspected—is 
probably only a ‘fallacy in duration.’

Contrarily, i confess that Musil isn’t really my cup of  
tea. i used to drink him moderately. Törless was a kind of  
painkiller for the immense perplexity of  the childhood of   
El carapálida [The Paleface, my first novel], and an antidote to 
my juvenile narrative experiments (Komrad Mauser and Marx, 
Brother, both fortunately unpublished). i later discovered the 
smartness of  Aloys Musil—robert’s cousin—who could be 
described as a kind of  anti-Lawrence of  Arabia. 

The unfinished and the unfinishable are less remote 
because Coleridge and De Quincey are my unfinished and 
unfinishable literary heroes. Like me, they are dilettanti and 
charlatans, with an unquenchable love of  literature.
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Let’s move from the notion of  ‘ruins in reverse’ to that 
of  ‘vestigial’ literature. in his manifesto, Lars iyer writes, 
‘Literature is no longer the Thing itself, but about the 
vanished Thing.’ What he means is that we come too late 
for literature; that all we can write about today is its absence. 
The No Variations (which revolves around a journal called 
Agraphia/Alusiv/i/a) seems to enact this idea: it alludes to a 
(largely) unwritten book. in one of  the numerous texts that 
make up The No Variations, we can read, ‘We arrive late, but 
we don’t care. We are content to dine on leftovers.’ Your 
narrator also boasts that he introduced the word ‘vestigial’ 
into the lexicon of  Argentinian literary criticism. He is 
clearly being facetious, but where do you stand on this idea 
of  literary belatedness?

‘vestigial’ appeared in one of  my first stories, ‘Temprano.’  
i know the term belongs to other dominions, geology, 
perhaps, or forensic medicine. This greed for technicalities 
in literary theory and criticism is unique. The more distant 
and obtrusive the discipline or science, the better it is. Here, 
in Argentina, where the French connection is part of  our 
heritage, i learned—or tried to memorise—technical lexica 
from childhood onwards. Then i found out that poets 
intensively dissimilar as Mandelstam and Celan had similar 
intentions. Not gottfried benn, because he was a blatant 
technician. unfortunately, i (the use of  this pronoun is 
not simply due to arrogance or pedantry) pay attention 
to every liaison between Lacanian France and Argentina. 
blanchot and bataille where the elementary pillars—or 
palotes—of  this culture. i was also the first one to admit 
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than the vitality and silliness of  the beatniks was far more 
fruitful. The strangeness or ostranenie (Shklovsky) this 
extremely anachronistic behaviour provokes is one of  the 
epiphenomena The No Variations sets out to explore. 

You’ve announced your intention to write a book of  
annotations to The No Variations, followed by a book of  
annotations to the annotations, and so forth. Are you saying 
that literature today is necessarily a footnote to a footnote? 
or are you criticising the rise of  secondary discourse, which 
makes direct access to literature increasingly difficult? is this 
a serious project or merely a joke?

it’s a serious project, part of  which the less than hypothetical 
reader can read here, thanks to your sagacious questions. 
And yes, it’s a joke about criticism as acte gratuit. This joke 
began many years ago,  in 1986, when my friend Héctor 
Libertella asked me to write a prologue to an anthology 
of  his texts. His book was a typical ‘Argentine Project:’ an 
exhausting, almost vanishing thing from the first page. i 
came up with a puerile diatribe entitled ‘Footnotes for Dr. 
Schol(ars)’ (i was yet to read Julián ríos’ Larva at the time). 
i enjoy footnotes when they go beyond academism; when 
they aren’t tedious, redundant, obsequious, or even merely 
phlegmatic, instances of  scholarship. After all, one of  my 
favourite books is Anthony grafton’s masterpiece about the 
tragic origin of  footnotes [The Footnote: A Curious History, 
1997].    

one of  the main problems facing modern literature is the 
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inevitable gap between conception and execution. There 
are, i think, two responses to this problem. At one end, 
the blank book—agraphia. At the other, compromise: the 
acceptance that the finished product will never live up to 
the ideal work in your head. it seems to me that The No 
Variations points to a third way, premised on the idea that the 
book in your head is, and will remain, fiction, and that the 
only honest way to approach this supreme fiction is to write 
about it. The ‘Thing itself ’ and the ‘vanished Thing’ may in 
fact be one and the same thing…

Your conclusion gratifies my proposal. Thank you very 
much. 

i don’t know if  you’ve read a short story by Lydia Davis 
called ‘The House Plans’—it’s about a character, who is 
planning to build a house, and who, gradually, becomes 
more interested in the ever-evolving blueprint than in the 
actual house. However, says the character, ‘if  i had openly 
admitted that there was no longer any possibility of  building 
this house, the blueprint would have lost its meaning. So 
i continued to believe in the house, while all the time the 
possibility of  building it eroded steadily from under my 
belief.’ i was wondering if, likewise, you had continued to 
believe in your novel to ensure that the diary did not lose 
its meaning? 

indeed i have. i really like Lydia Davis. unfortunately, 
there’s a group of  nincompoops in buenos Aires who claim 
to have mastered her procedures—an unreal task, as are a 
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lot of  activities here. The diary concludes without witnesses,  
the novel must persuade us like a house… The house of  
fiction, Henry James suggests.

Leibniz claims that ‘everything that is possible demands to 
exist. in ‘The Library of  babel,’ borges writes that ‘in order 
for a book to exist, it is sufficient that it be possible.’ in 
the same way, george Steiner argues that ‘A book unwritten 
is more than a void’ (My Unwritten Books). Do you believe 
that a potential book has a certain reality, even if  it remains 
unwritten?

Completeness is one of  the imperial illusions plebeians 
are condemned to obey. You can only forget about its 
tyrannical implications once you are able to accept a 
brilliant compendium of  dramatic, diurnal remains such 
as Pynchon’s novels (the apostle of  imperfection, or 
imperfiction, as someone called him). but Tolstoy’s Anna 
Karenina is also incomplete, as is Queneau’s Exercises in 
Style. or Pale Fire—the most complete human imitation 
of  god (apart from bach’s Ricercar) we’re ready to admit 
(being aware of  the conspicuous absence of  the last verse). 
When art exceeds, intelligence is vulgar, as Proust observes 
in his essay on Sainte-beuve. Chess championships are as 
opaque in light as perambular, bureaucratic patzers. Dante’s 
Commedia and Milton’s Paradise Lost include fanaticism as the 
capital aesthetic sin. Shakespeare, an exception, confines the 
extremes to its regular confusion. giordano bruno lights 
his fire of  incertitude in me, of  diffidence about the great 
circular—always circular—systems, closed combinations. 
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ironically, this philosophical schism in literature leads to a 
trite dualism: vitalism or existential writing (Whitman, D. H. 
Lawrence, Henry Miller, Camus, Neruda, Kerouac…).    

‘Literature is everything you read as such,’ writes Cabrera 
infante, one of  my Latin American heroes, who died in 
London, almost unanimously condemned as a traitor, 
because he was among the first to criticise Castro’s regime. 
He writes in Spanish and english as though they were the 
same language.             

Could you comment on this anonymous quote which 
ends, ‘And so we all continue to aspire—as Duchamp, as 
Leonardo—to achieve the draft, the final draft’?

Yes, it is my stag, my emblem, my badge [Ferneyhough]. 
The final draft is the exquisite corpse of  my gift  to readers 
—the conjectural collection of  my vestigial attitudes and 
the pulchre, concrete disguise, and investment life preserve 
for me. My possible next book, Postcards from [of] Oxyrhinchus 
combines epigrams, epiphanies, synecdoches, and objects, 
and is a regular map of  treasures i can’t find by myself.  

The title of  your work conjures up enrique vila-Matas’ 
‘literature of  the No’ (Bartleby & Co.). Nicasio urlihrt, the 
co-founder of  Agraphia/Alusiva, claims that ‘The writer 
doesn’t really want to write, he wants to be; and in order to 
truly be, he must face up to the difficult challenge of  not 
writing at all—not even a single line…’ Do you feel part of  
this (anti-)tradition or are you debunking it, or both? 
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both. Just as vila-Matas’ tradition concedes the felicity of  
its failure to the obviousness of  the reader’s obtuse habits, i 
concede to the reader, my hero, the primal scream, as borges 
wrote in A Universal History of  Infamy. i think Spaniards came 
too late to borges, that borges was an advanced fortitude, 
our secret. only Jaime gil de biedma, and then Julián Marías 
discovered the hidden strength borges provides. Juan benet 
and Carlos barral are royal enemies, as is Camilo José Cela, 
the Nobel Prize winner. Then the diluters, as Pound called 
them, arrived—too late. And then the obtrusive brigade of  
the misinformed. borges does for dimension, length, and 
weight, what James, Joyce, Pound, and eliot did for our 
sense of  the past.     

in an interview, you described your non-novel as ‘the diary 
of  someone who’s probably lost his ability to ever again write 
clearly and coherently.’ (i assume that you are referring to 
the author of  the diary, here, rather than yourself.) Does his 
predicament bear any resemblance to that of  Hoffmansthal’s 
Lord Chandos?

Yes, and to a late Walter benjamin pronouncement about 
his own megalomania. borges writes Pierre Ménard after 
an accident and septicemia. Clearly and coherently are the 
adverbs of  the advent.

For Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, in The 
Literary Absolute, the romantic fragment ‘stands for itself  
and for that from which it has been detached,’ making it 
both finite (self-contained) and (theoretically) infinite (it 
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gestures towards a whole that is left to the imagination). Do 
you see your book as part of  this post-romantic fragmentary 
lineage?

i can see for miles, as a gullible reviewer and amateur reader. 
i reread The Romantic Agony [by Mario Praz] during the 
composition of  my book. Sensitive words are exhausting 
their meanings. Today, agony sounds like hyperbole for an 
enduring performance in intense therapy.  

Are you aware of  a revival of  fragment writing? i’m thinking 
of  Lars iyer’s novels in the uK, or evan Lavender-Smith’s 
From Old Notebooks and Maggie Nelson’s Bluets in the uS, 
but there are many more examples both in fiction and non-
fiction. Do you think this is due to a crisis affecting traditional 
linear types of  narrative? is there a similar interest in this 
form in Latin America?

No, i’m innocent of  trends or propinquity.

Some argue that fragmentary writing is a response to the 
fragmented way we read online today. Does this resonate 
with you?

This is my opportunity to claim a fundamental No. i’m not 
one of  those characters hired by the epoch, the age—i’m 
not as weak as the brethren of  Second Transcendental 
Theory (insert the names you like).

in one passage of  the book, we are told that ‘there is nothing 
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in Argentine fiction to indicate where to go next, it is at 
an impasse: of  mere storytelling, straightforward narrating, 
having lost sight of  that profundity of  vision that inclines 
one to the implicit, to allusion, elusion, paraphrase, and 
veiled quotation’: do you stand by this?

Yes. Yes, yes.

The No Variations is absolutely steeped in literary history—a 
dizzying array of  authors, from Arthur Cravan to T.H. 
White, are name-checked. You obviously take literature very 
seriously indeed. At the same time, the book is hilarious, 
and you clearly set out to send up the literary coterie 
revolving around the journal. The founders of  Agraphia/
Alusiva believed, we are told, in ‘both affirming and denying 
responsibility for what they do:’ they are mocked for this, 
but it’s also what your diarist does. Another example, we 
could (and indeed shall) evoke is the short story competition 
launched by some French journal, to be won by ‘whoever 
managed to adulterate their story with the most references 
and allusions’: again, this is a perfect description of  The 
No Variations (and this interview). There are, in fact, many 
self-referential passages in this highly self-conscious book: 
‘a herbage heap of  literary scraps;’ ‘No core narrative in 
these short stories, more like referential, allusive flashes 
of  information…’ Part of  the ambiguity of  the book—
and this is probably even more the case in translation—is 
understanding where the satire ends. Are you also debunking 
the very form of  your own book?
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Well, it’s a game of  two halves: eiralis and the editor. The 
‘voice’ is merely an ‘intruder in the dust.’ 

There seems to be something very Hispanic about writing 
fiction on literature or set in a specific literary milieu. Do you 
agree?

Yes. That’s my alibi. but only enlightened people like you 
are aware of  this extraordinary licence. Help me, please, in 
this trial. And bless Cide Hamete benengeli, who antecedes 
Hafen Slawkenbergius and Diogenes Teufelsdröck. 

Were you inspired by a real Argentine literary journal? is The 
No Variations also a roman à clef?

My elder brother tells me that in the Seventies—when i was 
a kid—Literal  was the literary journal you had to read. People 
thought it was anonymous, but it turned out that it wasn’t. 
They were fellow travellers of  Tel Quel in France, advocates 
of  Lacan…

There are quite a few british references in The No Variations, 
which i was very surprised to come across—not only 
Stewart Home and Julian Cope, but also Norman Wisdom 
or Morecambe and Wise. Some passages are set in england, 
and there’s even a list of  sites visited by the narrator in 
London. Would you describe yourself  as an Anglophile?

Yes, i’m an antiquated Anglophile, but not the kind ian 
buruma describes in his book [Voltaire’s Coconuts, or Anglomania 
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in Europe]. An Anglophile with remorse. because of  this 
weakness, i’m very fond of  islands in general, from islay to 
Tristan da Cunha, and take advantage of  this interview to 
claim the sovereignty of  two of  my favourites, Argentina’s 
islas Malvinas (‘A telegram from a picture postcard’ [robert 
Wyatt, ‘Shipbuilding’]).

At one stage, you reproduce a quote, by Calvino, according 
to which the best place to hide a secret is an unfinished 
novel. What secret are you hiding in The No Variations?

 Probably my hubris.
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